Tower Federal Credit Union at Arundel Mills - Hanover, Maryland

PROJECT PROFILE

SOLUTION

This new Tower Federal Credit Union office is located at Arundel
Mills in Hanover, Maryland. The two–story flagship building houses a Branch on the first floor and Tower Financial Services offices
on the second floor. Nello Wall Systems’ newest movable wall
product, Architectural Walls, was utilized in the building’s highly
visible first floor offices.

Nello Wall Systems was selected to build the front walls of the offices
on the first floor, a high traffic, public area. Nello incorporated glass
fronts that make the space appear more open and allow light to flow
into the offices. Silver frames create a modern, polished look that
complements the rest of the building’s design. Full glass sliding barn
doors were utilized to maximize available space. The end result is a
sleek appearance that also offers flexibility and value.

CHALLENGE
The building’s initial design included permanent walls, but the
need for a more flexible and attractive solution led to the change
to movable walls late in the design phase. The building contained
many small offices, yet needed to look modern and polished, as
well as open and airy. Due to the late change in design, the project had an extremely short lead time and demanded quick delivery to meet the branch’s occupancy needs.

CREDITS
CLIENT: Tower Federal Credit Union
FACILITIES MANAGER: Bill Grantham
INTERIOR DESIGN: Focus2Design, LLC—Kathy
Madzelan
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: P.W. Campbell—Carlin
Campbell, Project Manager

“Nello was able to manufacture, deliver and install a beautiful, cost-effective product with very little lead time. Their walls
make the branch look very sharp and polished. It was just what
we were looking for. The entire experience was a pleasure and
we are delighted with the result.”
Kathy Madzelan
Interior Designer
Focus2Design, LLC

ARCHITECT: Studio 109—David Fuller
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